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Module Purpose: On completion of this 
module, learners will be able to demonstrate 
the knowledge and skills in Estimating and 
Commercial for Offsite Construction, by 
understanding and through the application 
of BIM enabled software, the importance 
of DfMA + D (Design for Manufacture and 
Assembly and Deconstruction), life cycle 
costing, tender analysis, procurement, 
contract law, material and products and  
lean methodologies.

This module is aimed at a wide range of 
learners in particular Quantity Surveyors and 
Estimators within the construction industry 
with an interest in offsite construction.  
See qualifications mapping exercise.
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Learning
Outcomes

Digital skills and 
Data Management

Procurement  
and cost

Health and  
Safety

Management and 
Planning strategies

Factory  
Operations

Site  
Operations

General Skills 
& Knowledge

1. Understand relevant 
design codes and 
standards.

2. Apply IT tools/ Digital 
design software use.

3. Understanding of the 
full range of materials 
and products used.

4. Create BIM (Building 
Information Modelling) 
enabled 3D model.

5. Calculate quantities 
and estimate costs from 
3D models.

6. Contract law

7. Procurement

8. Supply Chain 
management

9. Payments and 
schedules

10. Learn about takeoff 
and cost-estimation using 
BIM

11. Learn about the 
classification system

12. Understand the 
Health and Safety 
benefits of offsite 
construction

13. Understand Health 
and Safety regulations

14. Early Contractor 
involvement

15. Design freeze

16. Risk assessment

17. Work schedule / 
Deadlines management 
/ Task planning

18. Tender documents 
and contract terms and 
conditions

19. Monitoring and 
controlling of resource in 
the factory 

20. Monitoring factory 
performance

21. Analysis of tender 
documents and contract 
terms and conditions 

22. Monitoring and 
controlling of resources 

23. Monitoring in site 
performance carrying 
out evaluation for 
errors, discrepancies or 
modification onsite in 
line with project budget.  
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Digital Skills and 
Data Management

Traditional cost estimating issues: 
Understanding materials and  
products used

One of the areas of the construction process 
that might benefit from computerised building 
data is cost estimates. Architects are in charge 
of designing a structure, whereas estimators 
are in charge of calculating the cost of 
construction. In most cases, an architect’s scope 
of work does not include material takeoffs 
or cost estimates. This is what an estimator is 
responsible for.

Estimators often start by digitising paper 
drawings, conducting manual takeoffs from 
them, or integrating computer-aided design 
(CAD) drawings into a cost estimating tool 
when creating cost estimates. All of these 
procedures are susceptible to human error, and 
as a result, they replicate any errors found in 
the originals.

Takeoffs, counts, and measurements may be 
created directly from the underlying model 
when utilising a building information model 
instead of drawings. As a result, the information 
is always in line with the design. When a design 
modification is made – such as a reduced 
window size – it instantly ripples through 
all relevant construction paperwork and 
schedules, as well as all the takeoffs, counts, 
and measurements that the estimator uses. The 
time required by the estimator on quantification 
varies for every project, however it is estimated 
that quantification takes up 50-80% of the time 
needed to develop a cost estimate.
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Given such figures, it’s easy to see why utilising 
a building information model for cost estimation 
is so beneficial. You may save time, money, and 
lessen the risk of human mistake by eliminating 
manual takeoffs. Indeed, estimating businesses 
frequently express their dissatisfaction with 
paying estimators to just count or quantify when 
they bring so much more skill and experience to 
the table.

The 2012 Construction Estimating Benchmark 
Report by Software Advice, Inc., showed that 
contractors doing manual estimating have a 
tendency to overestimate bids approximately 
55% of the time. The highly padded bid that 
results from a manual estimating process not 
only misrepresents a contractor’s actual abilities 
and costs, but it is also less likely to win a 
project when competing with bids based on 
accurate data.

By automating the tedious task of quantifying, 
building information modelling (BIM) allows 
estimators to use that time instead to focus on 
higher-value project-specific factors - identifying 
construction assemblies, generating pricing, 
calculating risks, and more - that are essential 
for high-quality estimates.

l Digital model of an offsite constructed house in Spain
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Apply IT tools/ Digital design  
software use

BIM dimensions

3D – The Shared Information Model

• Visualise and inspect projects through 
realistic representations of elements

• Detects constructability issues and clashes

• Better communicate project scope to 
stakeholders

Three-dimensional building information 
modelling (BIM) is perhaps the BIM you are 
most familiar with. This refers to the process 
of creating graphical and non-graphical 
information and sharing it in a Common Data 
Environment (CDE).

As the project life cycle progresses, this 
information becomes increasingly more detailed 
until the point at which the project data is 
completed and handed over to a client.

4D – Construction Sequencing

• Determine appropriate resource scheduling

• Identify potential bottlenecks

• Develop phasing plans

• Track and verify milestones

Four-dimensional BIM adds an extra layer of 
information to a project information model in 
the form of scheduling data. This data is added 
to components which will build in detail as the 
project progresses. This information can be 
used to obtain accurate programme information 
and visualisations showing how your project will 
develop sequentially.

Time-related information for a particular 
element might include information on lead time, 
how long it takes to install/construct, the time 
needed to become operational/harden/cure, 
the sequence in which components should be 
installed, as well as dependencies on other 
areas of the project.

+ ++ +
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With time information federated in the shared 
information model, planners should be able to 
develop an accurate project programme. With 
the data linked to the graphical representation 
of components or systems, it becomes easy to 
understand and query project information and 
also makes possible showing how construction 
will develop sequentially and over time – or in 
other words, demonstrating how a structure will 
visually appear at each stage.

Working in this way is enormous help when it 
comes to planning work, ensuring it is safely, 
logically and efficiently sequenced. Being able 
to prototype how assets come together before 
breaking ground on site allows for feedback 
at an early stage and avoids wasteful and 
costly on-site design co-ordination and rework. 
Showing how projects will be constructed 
visually is also handy when engaging with 
stakeholders, giving everyone a clear visual 
understanding of planned works and what the 
finished construction will look like with  
no surprises.

Adding sequencing information can be 
extremely useful, not just in the design phase, 
but even earlier too, allowing for the feasibility 
of schemes to be assessed from the off. At 
te tender stage, this kind of information can 
allow initial concepts to be explored and 
communicated to inspire confidence in the 
team’s ability to meet the brief.

It’s important to note that working with 
4D information doesn’t negate the need 
for planners, who remain an integral part 
of the project team. Rather than creating 
programmes as proposals develop, as is the 
case in traditional workflows, in a digital 
workflow planners can now influence and 
shape proposals from a much earlier stage in 
a project. Indeed, by being closer to the wider 
project team and providing feedback earlier in 
the process, there is the potential for planners 
to add significantly more value to a  
construction project.

5D – Taking costs into consideration

• Bring together design and scheduling with 
costing

• Link the BIM model so that a change in the 
design reflects in the budget

• Review design-schedule-cost “what-if” 
scenarios

• Provide project teams with detailed project 
cost risk analysis

Drawing on the components of the information 
model, being able to extract accurate cost 
information is what’s at the heart of 5D BIM.

Considerations might include capital costs 
(i.e. the costs of purchasing and installing a 
component), associated running costs and the 
cost of renewal or replacement down the line. 
These calculations can be made on the basis 
of the data and associated information linked 
to particular components within the graphical 
model. This information allows cost managers 
to easily extrapolate the quantities of a given 
component on a project, applying rates to 
those quantities, thereby reaching an overall 
cost for the development.

+ +
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The benefits of a costing approach linked to 
a model include the ability to easily see costs 
in 3D form, get notifications when changes 
are made, and the automatic counting of 
components/systems attached to a project. 
However, it’s not just cost managers who stand 
to benefit from considering cost as part of a 
BIM process. Assuming the presence of 4D 
programme data and a clear understanding 
of the value of a contract, you can easily 
track predicted and actual expenses over the 
course of a project. This allows for regular 
cost reporting and budgeting to ensure all 
efficiencies are realised and the project itself 
stays within budget tolerances.

The accuracy of any cost calculations is, 
of course, reliant on the data produced by 
multiple teams and shared within the Common 
Data Environment. If that information is 
inaccurate, so will be any results that rely 
upon it. In this respect, using BIM to consider 
cost is no different to more conventional ways 
of working. It is for this reason that quantity 
surveyors and estimators still have an important 
role to play – not only in reviewing the 
accuracy of information, but also in helping 
interpret and fill information ‘gaps’. Many 
elements of a project will still be modelled 
in 2D or not at all. There’s also likely to be 
differences between models in how things 
are classified and the cost manager will need 
to clarify and understand the commonality 
between what at first feel like disparate things.

An information model is likely to contain three 
types of quantities. Quantities based on actual 
model components (with visible details) which 
you can explore through the model are the 
most obvious. Quantities may also be derived 
from model components (e.g., mouldings 
around windows) that aren’t always visible. 
The third kind of quantity is non-modelled 
quantities; these include temporary works, 
construction joints, etc. Unless the construction 
phase is modelled, the design model will show, 
graphically, only design quantities and not the 
construction quantities. A cost manager is likely 
to be skilled in picking up the quantities that 
aren’t solely based on model components.

One of the advantages of extrapolating cost 
from the information model is the fact that 
the data can be queried at any time during 
a project, and the information that feeds cost 
reports is regularly updated. This ‘living’ 
cost plan helps teams design to budget, and 
because cost managers are engaged from the 
start of a project, this allows for faster, more 
accurate reporting of costs at the early stages 
of a project. Compare this to a traditional 
approach where a cost manager’s report may 
be updated a few times during the early stages 
of a project, with completed designs only fully 
cost at the end of the project team’s design 
process.

The cost manager may have to get used to 
working earlier and more interactive than in a 
traditional process but has just as important a 
role to play in the overall project delivery.
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6D – Sustainability
The construction industry has traditionally 
been focused on the upfront capital costs 
of construction. Shifting this focus to better 
understand the whole-life cost of assets – and 
where most money is proportionately spent 
– should make for better decisions upfront in 
terms of both cost and sustainability. This is 
where 6D BIM comes in.

Sometimes referred to as integrated BIM 
or iBIM, 6D BIM involves the inclusion of 
information to support facilities management 
and operation to drive better business 
outcomes. This data might include information 
on the manufacturer of a component, its 
installation date, required maintenance and 
details of how the item should be configured 
and operated for an optimised performance, 
energy performance, along with lifespan and 
decommissioning data.

Adding this kind of detail to your information 
model allows decisions to be made during the 
design process; for example, a boiler with a 
lifespan of 5 years could be substituted with 
one expected to last 10 if it makes economic or 
operational sense to do so. In effect, designers 
can explore a whole range of permutations 
across the lifecycle of a built asset and quickly 
get an understanding of impacts including costs. 
However, it is at handover that this kind of 
information really adds value, as it is passed on 
to the end-user.

A model offers an easily accessible and 
understood way of extrapolating information. 
Details that would have been hidden in paper 
files are now easily interrogated graphically. 
Where this approach really comes into its 
own is in allowing facilities managers to pre-
plan maintenance activities potentially years 
in advance and develop spending profiles 
over the lifetime of a built asset, working out 
when repairs become uneconomical or existing 
systems inefficient. This planned and proactive 
approach offers significant benefits over a more 
reactive one – not least in terms of costs.

Ideally, the information model should continue 
to develop during the “In Use” phase with 
updates on repairs and replacements added 
in. Better yet, a myriad of operational data 
and diagnostics can also be fed in to inform 
decision making still further.

7D – Holistic Facility Management 
Information for Entire Lifecycle
7D BIM is all about operations and facility 
management by building managers and 
owners. The dimension is used to track 
important asset data – such as its status, 
maintenance/operation manuals, warranty 
information, technical specifications, etc. – to 
be used at a future stage.

7D BIM is a unique approach where everything 
related to the facility management process is 
collated at a single place within the building 
information model. Such a tactic helps in 
improving the quality of service delivery during 
the entire lifecycle of a project. Using 7D BIM 
ensures that everything in a project stays in 
its best shape from day one to the day of 
demolition of a structure.

l Use of sustainable methods and materials
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The classification system

The key criterion for the cost estimation process 
is the classification system. The classification 
system for the valuation of building production 
assigns to each building structure/activity 
an identification code, a description, and an 
assessment procedure in relation to a unit of 
measure (calculation unit). Some countries 
have their own national classification system 
or at least the definition of construction work 
classifications. Unfortunately, the usability of 
these traditional classification systems is limited 
in terms of modern data processing and the use 
of building information models.

The system typically used in some countries 
is the Classification of Structures and Works 
(TSKP), which is based on price systems 
delivered by engineering companies. Using the 
software tool with available functionalities and 
workflows, it is almost impossible to model the 
information model so that it can be represented 
in the TSKP structure. The price systems also use 
types of items that have a direct connection with 
the construction/activity, but their modelling 
in the information model would be lengthy, 
impractical, and would require designers to 
have cost estimation principles knowledge. 
Types include, for example, surcharges for 
work at heights, dusty environments, and so on.
 

This is why in many countries these classic 
classification systems are replaced by new 
ones. These advanced classifications allow 
easier sorting of created elements for other 
data processing options.

For BIM, classifying data represents structuring 
it in an agreed way so that different actors can 
easily find what they need and understand it. A 
classification system is like a common language. 
In BIM, classification allows people, software 
and machines to share and use building 
information efficiently and accurately.

The importance of classification is growing as 
teams for building projects get more complex 
and international, and as projects themselves 
generate more and more data which is then 
relied on to automate processes, make better 
decisions, and operate devices.
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Create BIM-enabled 3D model: 
Understand relevant design codes  
and standards
Different classification systems have been 
developed for different types of BIM data and 
actors, and for different geographic areas 
and situations. Here are some examples of the 
classification systems used:

• Uniclass 2015

 Uniclass 2015 is a unified classification for 
the UK industry covering all construction 
sectors.

 www.thenbs.com

• OmniClass

 The OmniClass Construction Classification 
System (usually referred to as OmniClass™ 
or OCCS) is a classification system for the 
construction industry in North America. It 
follows the international framework set out in 
ISO 12006-2.

 www.designingbuildings.co.uk

• MasterFormat®

 MasterFormat is a standard for organising 
specifications and other written information 
for building projects in the U.S. and 
Canada. It is a product of the Construction 
Specifications Institute (CSI) and Construction 
Specifications Canada (CSC).

 www.csiresources.org

• UniFormat™

 UniFormat, a product of CSI and CSC, 
is a standard for classifying building 
specifications, cost estimating, and cost 
analysis in the U.S. and Canada.

 www.csiresources.org

l A 3D model of a row of modular buildings in Spain

https://www.thenbs.com/our-tools/digital-plan-of-work
https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/OmniClass#
https://www.csiresources.org/standards/masterformat
https://www.csiresources.org/standards/uniformat
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• CoClass

 CoClass is a Swedish classification system for 
the built environment.

 www.coclass.byggtjanst.se

• CCS

 CCS is a Danish classification system for the 
built environment.

 www.ccs.molio.dk

• TALO 2000

 TALO 2000 is a Finnish classification system.

 www.rakennustieto.fi

• NS 3451 & TFM

 These are Norwegian classification systems.

 NS 3451 & TFM

• Industry Foundation Classes

 Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) are the 
buildingSMART data model standards.

 www.technical.buildingsmart.org

• buildingSMART Data Dictionary

 The buildingSMART Data Dictionary (bSDD) 
is a library of objects and their attributes.

 www.bsdd.buildingsmart.org

• ETIM

 The international standard for uniform 
classification of technical products.

 www.prod.etim-international.com

https://coclass.byggtjanst.se/login
https://ccs.molio.dk/
https://www.rakennustieto.fi/nimikkeistot/talo-2000-nimikkeistot
https://www.standard.no/fagomrader/bygg-anlegg-og-eiendom/ns-3420-/ns-3450----ns-3451---ns-3459-2/
https://www.statsbygg.no/om-oss/vare-oppgaver?PageListProxy2770_75_search=TFM&PageListProxy2770_75_1671_2812_display=130&PageListProxy2770_75_1671_2812_sort=Alfabetisk
https://technical.buildingsmart.org/standards/ifc/
https://www.buildingsmart.org/users/services/buildingsmart-data-dictionary/#concept/browse
https://prod.etim-international.com/
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Takeoff and cost-estimation using BIM: 
Calculate quantities and estimate costs 
from 3D models

Takeoff in BIM
Takeoff itself can be defined as the process of 
calculating the amount, type and installation 
method of all elements in the object, made 
before the construction process. In the 
traditional way of designing, it is a time-
consuming and labour-intensive process, 
susceptible to human error.

While takeoff programmes were made 
available before the BIM technology, they only 
offer a less time-consuming way to count the 
amount of material, and still require mainly 
manual input. The BIM technology introduces 
many improvements, both in the process of 
takeoff itself, as well as in sharing information 
about the elements and their installation in the 
construction. Elements can contain additional 
information about each element, in addition to 
which they can be divided in the way they will 
be installed. The information can be processed 
automatically to create a takeoff table.

The design software in BIM technology (i.e. 
Revit) usually has integrated options for the 
takeoff for modelled elements; however, the 
scope of possibilities and displayed information 
is different for each design programme. There 
are also additional BIM programmes for 
takeoff (i.e. Vico Takeoff Manager), as well 
as BIM cost-estimating programmes (i.e. Zuzia 
BIM) with those functions, usually with more 
possibilities for modifying and collecting data. It 
must be noted that programmes have different 
ways of displaying and reading data from the 
BIM models, which can lead to programmes 
displaying data differently or not displaying it 
at all. The automation speeds up the process of 
making the takeoff and leads to fewer mistakes 
and omissions caused by oversights in the 
human factor.

However, using BIM tools creates new 
problems, such as the fact that the data 
pertaining to the takeoff must be input during 
the design stage. It requires close cooperation 
between the designers and the takeoff makers 

at every stage of the design work. Also, it 
should be mentioned that the automatically 
compiled takeoffs do not show the actual 
amount of materials used, but rather the 
amounts of materials included in the 3D model. 
Further, it does not show materials that are 
not included in the model. This can lead to the 
omission of some materials and labour.

To summarise, the BIM tools introduce 
automation of the takeoff making process, 
speeding it up and lowering the risk of 
miscalculations and omissions caused by human 
error. It can also include additional information 
vital for the takeoffs and cost-estimates, such 
as the assembly order. The effective use of 
BIM tools requires a model of the set detailing 
degree, with information and descriptions 
included in a way compatible with the takeoff. 

Cost Estimation in BIM
The process of cost-estimating is tightly tied to 
the takeoff. A well-prepared takeoff can make 
cost-estimating less labour-intensive, faster and 
less prone to omissions due to human error. 
A well-prepared takeoff is vital for the cost 
estimate, as without a properly detailed record 
of the elements that need to be priced, the cost 
assessment will be incomplete. In traditional 
design work, accurate cost-estimating is only 
possible after completion of the documentation, 
when the exact amounts of materials and 
labour are available.

Before that moment, at the concept stage 
and during the designing process, the 
cost is estimated on the basis of previous 
experience with similar buildings, or set rates 
for a square metre of similar or the same 
construction type. The rates are calculated 
for standard constructions, and while there is 
a way to modify the rates to suit a particular 
construction, it is hard to obtain satisfactory 
accuracy. This is particularly pronounced 
in the case of atypical construction builds 
with new technologies. Using BIM gives new 
opportunities to make cost estimates more 
accurate and detailed. In the conceptual stage, 
the model is more detailed than in the case of a 
traditional designing process, as it is a base for 
future changes.
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That allows making a more detailed and more 
accurate estimate of the cost on this stage. 
Moreover, the automation of the takeoff 
process enables a faster analysis of the costs 
and variants of the construction. Similarly to 
the takeoff, the main advantage of BIM-aided 
cost-estimates is the automation. Instead of 
having to manually input all the information, 
BIM tools create a spreadsheet structured 
correspondingly to the construction elements, 
with automatic or semi-automatic takeoff 
included. Also, the basic problem with using 
BIM tools for cost estimates is the fact that 
the automation is only possible if the model 
is created according to the standards set by 
the cost-estimator and corresponding to the 
programmes used to estimate costs. Without 
this, the automation might give incorrect values, 
or be impossible to obtain.

Even when the cost estimate is calculated  
on the basis of a well-prepared model, it 
requires a lot of work from the cost estimator. 

The automation concerns only the materials and 
their amounts that are modelled in the design 
– it does not include additional materials and 
labour. In Poland, these elements are usually 
taken from the National Contractor’s Estimator 
(KNR). Design programmes such as Autodesk 
Revit or Tekla Structures have tools for basic 
cost estimation on the basis of the automatic 
takeoff; however, the tools do not allow for 
any additional positions. More complex cost 
estimates can be carried out in add-ons for the 
design programmes, or in BIM cost estimating 
software such as CostX BIM. In Poland, the 
most widely known cost-estimating programme 
is BIMestimate.

To sum up, cost estimating in BIM is strictly 
connected to takeoff and shares mostly the 
same advantages and disadvantages. It 
introduces higher process automation, but only 
in the case of a well-prepared BIM model, and 
this process is not fully automated. 

l BIM enabled design
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Different Paths to BIM Estimates
Many paths from BIM to Costing There 
are a variety of ways of getting quantities 
and material definitions out of a building 
information model into a cost-estimating system. 
Broad categories of integration approaches 
include: 

Application Programming  
Interface (API)
Application Programming Interface (API) to 
commercially available estimating programmes 
from vendors such as the U.S. COST or 
Innovaya (which then integrates with Sage 
Timberline Office Estimating). This approach 
uses a direct link between the costing system 
and Revit. From within Revit, a user exports the 
building model using the costing programme’s 
data format and sends it to the estimator, who 
then opens it with the costing solution to begin 
the costing process.

ODBC Connection
Some examples of ODBC (Open Database 
Connectivity) connections to estimating 
programmes are CostX or ITALSOFT, popular 
Australian and Italian cost estimating solutions, 
respectively. ODBC is a tried and true standard, 
useful for integrating data-centric applications 
like specification management and cost 
estimating with building information modelling. 
This approach typically uses the ODBC 
database to access the attribute information in 
the building model, and then uses exported 2D 
or 3D CAD files to access the dimensional data. 
Part of the integration includes a reconstitution 
of the building data within the costing solution 
– effectively linking cost geometry, attributes, 
and pricing.

Output to Excel
In comparison to the approaches outlined 
above, quantity takeoffs done within Revit and 
output to a Microsoft® Excel® programme 
may seem lacklustre, but the simplicity and 
control is perfectly suited to some costing 
workflows. For instance, many firms just create 
material takeoffs in Revit, output the data to 
a spreadsheet, and then hand it off to the 
cost estimator. There are no right or wrong 
approaches: each integration strategy is based 
on the estimating workflow used by a specific 
firm, the costing solutions they have in place, 
the pricing databases they use, and so on. 
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Procurement  
and cost

Introduction

In the context of a construction project, and in 
many wider commercial contexts, procurement 
refers to the process of obtaining a product or 
service. For example, deciding and allocating 
contractual responsibility for the design and 
construction of a project.

Procurement timings for offsite construction 
differ from traditional construction, especially 
regarding the early manufacturer and supply 
chain engagement. In other words, more 
parties need to be part of the procurement 
process sooner with offsite construction.[1]

Contract law

The procurement of construction work takes 
place within specific legislative frameworks. 
Contracts result from agreements between 
businesses for all forms of consultancy and 
construction work, whether they are formally 
written or not. Restrictive national regulation 
results in little cross-border activity. There 
is significant untapped growth potential 
for construction services in the EU today if 
construction service providers are allowed to 
make full use of a true Single Market.

The construction contract is part of the tender 
documentation prepared by the contracting 
authority in accordance with the law and good 
business practices. It determines the rights and 
obligations of the contracting parties (client  
and contractor) in the construction business.  

A construction contract is an important 
document as it outlines the scope of work, risks, 
duties and legal rights of both the contractor 
and the owner.

Legal bases governing construction
Different countries have different rules and 
regulations that apply to contracts in addition 
to overarching EU rules and regulations. Some 
details for Slovenia, Spain and the UK are 
listed below but you should always inform 
yourself about the appropriate rules and 
regulations in your country.

Types of contracts
There are several types of construction contracts 
used in the industry.

• “Turn-key construction contract”

• Lump Sum or Fixed Price Contract Type

• Cost Plus Contracts

• Time and Material Contracts When Scope is 
Not Clear

In Slovenia, the most commonly used contract is 
“construction contract unit of measure”.
The most suitable contract form for an offsite 
project will depend on:

• The offsite system and its level of 
enhancement, or completion in the factory

• The building type

• The client

• The scope of works
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Procurement

EU rules cover different types of procurement, 
such as public contracts, utilities, and defence 
and security. These common rules are designed 
to prevent member states discriminating in 
favour of their own companies and help ensure 
a level playing field across the EU.

Types of public tendering procedures
The standard way of awarding contracts 
is through competitive tendering. Within 
competitive tendering there are different types 
of public procurement procedures.

Open procedure: In an open procedure anyone 
may submit a full tender. This procedure is used 
most frequently.

Restricted procedure: Anyone may ask to 
participate in a restricted procedure, but only 
those who are pre-selected may submit tenders.

Competitive negotiated procedure:  
In competitive negotiated procedures anyone 
may ask to participate, but only those who 
are pre-selected will be invited to submit initial 
tenders and to negotiate. Procuring entities can 
only use this procedure when negotiations are 
necessary due to the specific or complicated 
nature of the purchase; however, the procuring 
entities in the defence and security, water, 
energy, transport and postal services sectors 
may use it as a standard procedure.

Competitive dialogue: This procedure can be 
used by a contracting authority with the aim 
of proposing a method of addressing a need 
defined by the contracting authority.

Innovation partnership: This procedure may be 
used when there is a need to purchase a good 
or service that is still unavailable on the market. 
A number of companies may participate 
throughout the process.

In offsite and modular construction it is 
important to involve different parties in the 
early stage, especially regarding the early 
manufacturer and supply chain engagement. 
Also a design has to be completed in an early 
stage.

Procurement after Brexit | The Institute 
for Government
While the UK has left the EU, it is bound by 
the terms of the Withdrawal Agreement which 
requires it to adhere to EU rules until the 
transition period ends. Even after the transition 
period ends, EU rules, which have been 
transposed into UK law, will still be in force until 
the government decides to change them.

EU rules cover different types of procurement, 
such as public contracts, utilities, and defence 
and security. These common rules are designed 
to prevent member states discriminating in 
favour of their own companies and help ensure 
a level playing field across the EU.
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Supply Chain Management

The construction supply chain plays a major 
role in the construction market competition. 
Construction supply chain management 
assists enterprises by helping to improve 
competitiveness, increase profits and have more 
control over the different factors and variables 
within the project.

In offsite and modular construction early 
supply chain engagement is critical to 
ensuring the buildability of projects within 
the needed functionality, cost and time. A 
critical component of procurement for offsite 
construction is the early design freeze, where 
the building or structure is designed not only 
for assembly, but also for installation and 
operation.

That’s why the whole project team should have 
involvement at the early stages of the design – 
essentially, to prevent the design of unpractical 
solutions and maximise the value of offsite 
construction. The continuous communications 
with the supply chain should continue after 
the design stage up until the completion of the 

project, especially during the planning and 
execution of the offsite products manufacturing 
and installation. Project meetings and cost 
review exercises are good opportunities to get 
the whole project team together and ensure 
that all supply chain partners’ deliverables 
piece together to deliver the project as a 
whole. This is easier achieved when supply 
chain partners have specific knowledge of their 
responsibilities, deadlines and interface with 
other teams’ activities.

An in-depth understanding of the supply chain 
also brings benefits to the client. For example, 
clients who opt to engage directly with the 
supply chain have the advantage of being able 
to negotiate directly. If the client engages with 
their contractor and offsite manufacturer, they 
will have opportunities for volume purchase 
cost savings and reduced lead-in times. During 
the procurement stage for public sector 
clients, Question 6.2 (The Crown Commercial 
Service’s Standard Selection Questionnaire) 
can be utilised to obtain evidence of bidders’ 
experience of maintaining healthy supply 
chains. During the construction stage, disputes 
and differences can be resolved more easily 
when the supply chain has been engaged 
early, and it can also help to mitigate risks in 
the case of an insolvency.

Another strategy combining early supply chain 
engagement with insolvency protection, is 
to carry out financial due diligence on each 
critical member of the supply chain, and Clyde 
& Co. advise to pay special attention when 
checking the finances of overseas supply chain 
partners.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC 
& TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH VOLUME 
6, ISSUE 03, MARCH 2017 ISSN 
2277-8616;106;IJSTR©2017; www.ijstr.org; 
Supply Chain Management In Construction; 
Revealed

l Modular housing
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Payments and schedules

In construction, a payment schedule (or 
schedule of payments) is a list of dates setting 
out when payments will be made by one party 
to another under the terms of the contract 
between them. It can also be linked to the 
completion or fulfilment of certain pre-agreed 
activities or stages, at which point payments 
must be made.

Since offsite and modular construction requires 
the participation of several partners, the 
construction must be carefully planned. So-
called integrated planning can be the key 
to successful and cost-effective construction. 
This means that if the client does not have the 
appropriate knowledge and experience, it must 
provide integrated planning in another way. 
If the supervisor performs his work well and 
he coordinates the work of all participating 
entities, there are usually no problems. These 
occur when the supervisor does not perform 
his work sufficiently and there is in fact no 
necessary control over the construction.

It is appropriate that the contracting authority 
ensures integrated construction planning 
from the very beginning and, with the help 
of external experts, if it does not have the 
appropriate staff at its disposal, ensures the 
implementation of supervised and coordinated 
construction. It is recommended that relevant 
experts start working together at the beginning 
of the planned construction.

The time plan is the basis for successful 
investment management. In the tender 
documentation, the contracting authority 
shall state the planned or required period of 
construction, the latter specified especially 
when the deadline for implementation is an 

essential component of the contract. The tender 
documentation must also clearly define the 
start of the construction deadline. The client 
often states only e.g. “Within X months of 
introduction to work”, with “introduction to 
work” not clearly defined. Thus, in the event of 
a deviation from a given time plan, a dispute 
may arise between the parties as to which act 
is “introduction to work”, i.e. the signing of a 
contract, the issuance of a record of the start 
of work, etc. The contracting authority should 
clearly define the key time points in the tender. 
It is also not appropriate to set fixed dates 
for the completion of works, especially not 
if the contracting authority does not start the 
procurement procedure on time.

If the subcontractor so requests, the contracting 
authority must directly pay for services or works 
performed or performed for the economic 
operator to whom the public contract was 
awarded (the contracting authority needs the 
authorization of the main contractor and the 
subcontractor’s consent for direct payment to 
the subcontractor).

l Timber frame factory.  
Storage of materials and subassemblies.
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Health  
and Safety

Health and Safety benefits of offsite  
and modular construction

In recent years, there have been major 
improvements to health and safety in the 
construction industry. However, the industry  
still accounts for a high percentage of fatal  
and major injuries.

The health and safety of staff and visitors is one 
of the most crucial factors on any construction 
project, but it can often be overlooked.

Buildings are manufactured in a quality-
controlled environment. Buildings on a 
traditional construction site pose many health 
and safety risks to workers, from falls from 
height to equipment accidents and much more. 

l Factories offer a controlled and safe working environment. 
CCG OSM, Glasgow, Scotland.
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But with modular buildings, the majority of 
the manufacturing process is carried out 
offsite using specialist machinery in a quality-
controlled factory environment, which in turn, 
reduces waste and increases quality control, 
leading to a lower environmental impact.

Modular units are then delivered to site pre-
fitted with electrics, plumbing, heating, doors 
and windows and in some cases fixtures and 
fittings, therefore reducing the time spent on 
site and accelerating the overall construction 
process. In addition, risks can be managed in 
one setting, resulting in enhanced health and 
safety on site.

Even though there is great potential for health 
and safety improvements when compared to 
traditional construction, offsite and modular 
construction still presents risks and it is 
necessary to have a health and safety plan 
from the outset. Risks have to be carefully 
identified and addressed through risk based 
regulation.

Reduction in waste
The production of modular buildings ensures 
that materials are used more efficiently and 
accurately. On average, 67% less energy is 
required to produce a modular building and 
up to 50% less time is spent on site when 
compared with traditional methods, resulting in 
up to 90% fewer vehicle movements around the 
project which in turn, reduces CO2 emissions.

The impact on the local environment is also 
reduced, as there is less noise, packaging 
and emissions. These matters will have been 
addressed and resolved in the factory, which 
allows for greater efficiencies in environmental 
control measures and materials.

In addition, when a modular building is built to 
comply with specific sustainability standards, 
such as BREEAM, buildings can use resources 
more efficiently and may see a reduction in 
energy consumption and operational costs.

Offsite can provide safer  
working conditions
Offsite construction provides safer working 
conditions. The factory-based conditions of 
offsite enable safety requirements to be more 
easily met and policed, which leads to better 
build quality through improved quality control 
procedures.

Not only is there a reduced risk of slips, trips 
and falls – particularly as work at height is 
reduced – but there is also a reduction in onsite 
activity, thus ensuring health and safety always 
remains a top priority from start to finish.

Furthermore, if necessary, factory operations 
can continue 24/7 with less risk of noise and 
disruption to workers. Work is also unaffected 
by the weather and other environmental 
delays, which could result in the project being 
turned around even quicker.
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Health and Safety regulations

Health and safety regulations apply to every 
industry, not only construction, but there are 
some extra laws in construction. In the high-
risk construction industry, it shouldn’t come 
as much of a surprise that there are a variety 
of regulations in place to try to protect the 
safety of workers. In the construction industry 
we are often dealing with hazards that other 
workplaces don’t often come across, like 
working at height in an incomplete building, 
using heavy machinery, demolishing  
structures, coming across live services and 
harmful materials.

11.1 Directive 92/57/EEC - temporary or 
mobile construction sites

This Directive lays down minimum safety and 
health requirements for temporary or mobile 
construction sites i.e. any construction site at 
which building or civil engineering works are 
carried out and intends to prevent risks by 
establishing a chain of responsibility linking  
all the parties involved.

Moreover, the provisions of Directive  
89/391/EEC - “the Framework Directive” - are 
fully applicable without prejudice to more 
restrictive and/or specific provisions contained 
in this Directive.

Cost management of health and  
safety implication
Specifications in the design stage are 
essential for the exchange of information 
between a client, the designer and contractor. 
Specification can reference the quality and 
standard to be applied and can support the 
costing of the project. Specifications are part 
of the contractual documents and can minimise 
project risks. With the good investment in the 
development of a security plan all-risk could  
be avoided.
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Management and 
Planning Strategies

Early contractor involvement

Early involvement of the contractor into the 
design stage is known as Early contractor 
involvement (ECI). ECI is proposed by the 
UK Highways Agency and aims to engage 
contractors earlier than normal to help with 
the design. ECI can strengthen the connection 
between the contractors and the design team, 
which can provide contractors an opportunity 
to express their ideas in the early design stage 
based on their experience and knowledge. 
Because the contractors have rich experience 
and knowledge about the selection of materials 
and construction methods and the estimation of 
cost and time, construction projects can gain a 
lot of benefits from ECI.

In addition to the benefits gained from ECI, 
studies have also identified barriers and 
challenges. The six barriers to ECI are:

• Responsibility allocation

• Reluctance to change 

• Lack of understanding of benefits

• Lack of mutual trust and respect 

• Lack of competitiveness 

• Lack of technical support

By bringing the contractor on at an early 
stage allows for integration to the project 
team, working with the supply chain and 
manufacture. Enabling all parties to identify any 
problems or issues regarding sizing limitations, 
logistics, design constraints that can be resolved 
and resolved before design freeze. Allowing 
the client’s needs to be met. This avoids the 
associated costs later.
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Design freeze

The building design process resolves client 
requirements into a set of instructions for the 
construction of a building that satisfies those 
requirements. It is generally an iterative process 
in which the design becomes more detailed and 
more ‘fixed’ as the project progresses.

Very broadly, the later in the development of 
the project that changes occur, the greater 
the impacts on time, cost and quality. At 
certain stages in the design process therefore, 
packages of information are provided for client 
approval, and once this approval has been 
given, a change control procedure is introduced 
to ensure that the approved information is not 
changed without the express permission of the 
client. This is referred to as a ‘design freeze’.

The CIOB Code of practice for project 
management 4th edition, suggests that the term 
‘design freeze’ refers to:

Completion and client’s final approval of the 
design and associated processes, i.e. no further 
changes are contemplated or accepted within 
the budget approved in the project brief.

A design freeze may be applied to the entire 
project, or to a specific aspect of it. There 
may also be an interim stage referred to as a 
‘design chill’ or ‘part freeze’. During this stage, 
all aspects of the design may continue  
to evolve, but change controls are placed 
on any changes to issued design documents. 
Interim changes may still occur within particular 
aspects of the works, and when finalised and 
formally reviewed, they may be incorporated 
into the design.

Parts of a design can be chilled while  
permitting other aspects to continue to develop; 
for example, the civil aspects may be chilled, 
allowing Monitoring and Evaluation design to 
continue in the full knowledge that there will be 
no change to the structure.
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l Diagram showing project stages, including Design Freeze
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Risk Assessment

Project risk assessment is recognized as one of 
the most critical aspects of project scheduling 
and management. Numerous studies have been 
developed to predict tasks’ execution durations 
by analysing risks in real life and simulated 
scenarios. Also, various studies proposed 
probabilistic approaches for estimating cost  
and duration risks in construction projects.

Work Schedule

Regarding the work schedule, there are key 
risks that could cause the original schedule to 
fail: the Schedule risks. Those would be divided 
in different categories:

1. Schedule creation
2. Organisation and management
3. Development environment
4. End-users
5. Customer
6. Contractors
7. Requirements
8. Product
9. External environment
10. Personnel
11. Design and Implementation
12. Process

1. Schedule creation
• Schedule, resources, and product definition 

have all been dictated by the customer or 
upper management and are not in balance

• Schedule is optimistic, “best case,” rather 
than realistic, “expected case”

• Schedule omits necessary tasks

• Schedule was based on the use of specific 
team members, but those team members 
were not available

• Cannot build a product of the size specified 
in the time allocated

• Product is larger than estimated (in lines 
of code, function points, or percentage of 
previous project’s size)

• Effort is greater than estimated (per line of 
code, function point, module, etc.)

• Re-estimation in response to schedule slips is 
overly optimistic or ignores project history

• Excessive schedule pressure reduces 
productivity

• Target date is moved up with no 
corresponding adjustment to the product 
scope or available resources

• A delay in one task causes cascading delays 
in dependent tasks

• Unfamiliar areas of the product take more 
time than expected to design and implement

2. Organisation and management
• Project lacks an effective top-management 

sponsor

• Project languishes too long in fuzzy front end

• Layoffs and cutbacks reduce team’s capacity

• Management or marketing insists on technical 
decisions that lengthen the schedule

• Inefficient team structure reduces productivity

• Management review/decision cycle is slower 
than expected

• Budget cuts upset project plans

• Management makes decisions that reduce the 
development team’s motivation

• Nontechnical third-party tasks take longer 
than expected (budget approval, equipment 
purchase approval, legal reviews, security 
clearances, etc.)

• Planning is too poor to support the desired 
development speed

• Project plans are abandoned under pressure, 
resulting in chaotic, inefficient development

• Management places more emphasis on 
heroics than accurate status reporting, which 
undercuts its ability to detect and correct 
problems
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3. Development environment
• Facilities are not available on time

• Facilities are available but inadequate (e.g., 
no phones, network wiring, furniture, office 
supplies, etc.)

• Facilities are crowded, noisy, or disruptive

• Development tools are not in place by the 
desired time

• Development tools do not work as expected; 
developers need time to create workarounds 
or to switch to new tools

• Development tools are not chosen based on 
their technical merits, and do not provide the 
planned productivity

4. End-users
• End-user insists on new requirements

• End-user ultimately finds product to be 
unsatisfactory, requiring redesign and rework

• End-user does not buy into the project and 
consequently does not provide needed 
support

• End-user input is not solicited, so product 
ultimately fails to meet user expectations and 
must be reworked

5. Customer
• Customer insists on new requirements

• Customer review/decision cycles for plans, 
prototypes, and specifications are slower 
than expected

• Customer will not participate in review cycles 
for plans, prototypes, and specifications or is 
incapable of doing so—resulting in unstable 
requirements and time-consuming changes

• Customer communication time (e.g., time to 
answer requirements-clarification questions) is 
slower than expected

• Customer insists on technical decisions that 
lengthen the schedule

• Customer micro-manages the development 
process, resulting in slower progress than 
planned

• Customer-furnished components are a poor 
match for the product under development, 
resulting in extra design and integration work

• Customer-furnished components are poor 
quality, resulting in extra testing, design, 
and integration work and in extra customer-
relationship management

• Customer-mandated support tools and 
environments are incompatible, have 
poor performance, or have inadequate 
functionality, resulting in reduced productivity

• Customer will not accept the software 
as delivered even though it meets all 
specifications

• Customer has expectations for development 
speed that developers cannot meet

6. Contractors
• Contractor does not deliver components 

when promised

• Contractor delivers components of 
unacceptably low quality, and time must be 
added to improve quality

• Contractor does not buy into the project and 
consequently does not provide the level of 
performance needed

7. Requirements
• Requirements have been baselined but 

continue to change

• Requirements are poorly defined, and further 
definition expands the scope of the project

• Additional requirements are added

• Vaguely specified areas of the product are 
more time-consuming than expected
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8. Product
• Error-prone modules require more testing, 

design, and implementation work than 
expected

• Unacceptably low quality requires more 
testing, design, and implementation work to 
correct than expected

• Development of the wrong software functions 
requires redesign and implementation

• Development of the wrong user interface 
results in redesign and implementation

• Development of extra software functions that 
are not required (gold-plating) extends the 
schedule

• Meeting product’s size or speed constraints 
requires more time than expected, including 
time for redesign and reimplementation

• Strict requirements for compatibility with 
existing system require more testing, design, 
and implementation than expected

• Requirements for interfacing with other 
systems, other complex systems, or other 
systems that are not under the team’s control 
result in unforeseen design, implementation, 
and testing

• Pushing the computer science state-of-the-art 
in one or more areas lengthens the schedule 
unpredictably

• Requirement to operate under multiple 
operating systems takes longer to satisfy than 
expected

• Operation in an unfamiliar or unproved 
software environment causes unforeseen 
problems

• Operation in an unfamiliar or unproved 
hardware environment causes unforeseen 
problems

• Development of a kind of component that is 
brand new to the organisation takes longer 
than expected

• Dependency on a technology that is still 
under development lengthens the schedule

9. External environment
• Product depends on government regulations, 

which change unexpectedly

• Product depends on draft technical 
standards, which change unexpectedly

10. Personnel
• Hiring takes longer than expected

• Task prerequisites (e.g., training, completion 
of other projects, acquisition of work permit) 
cannot be completed on time

• Poor relationships between developers and 
management slow decision making and 
follow through

• Team members do not buy into the project 
and consequently does not provide the level 
of performance needed

• Low motivation and morale reduce 
productivity

• Lack of needed specialisation increases 
defects and rework

• Personnel need extra time to learn unfamiliar 
software tools or environment

• Personnel need extra time to learn unfamiliar 
hardware environment

• Personnel need extra time to learn unfamiliar 
programming language

• Contract personnel leave before project is 
complete

• Permanent employees leave before project is 
complete

• New development personnel are added late 
in the project, and additional training and 
communications overhead reduces existing 
team members’ effectiveness

• Team members do not work together 
efficiently

• Conflicts between team members result in 
poor communication, poor designs, interface 
errors, and extra rework
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• Problem team members are not removed from 
the team, damaging overall team motivation

• The personnel most qualified to work on the 
project are not available for the project

• The personnel most qualified to work on the 
project are available for the project but are 
not used for political or other reasons

• Personnel with critical skills needed for the 
project cannot be found

• Key personnel are available only part time

• Not enough personnel are available for the 
project

• People’s assignments do not match their 
strengths

• Personnel work slower than expected

• Sabotage by project management results in 
inefficient scheduling and ineffective planning

• Sabotage by technical personnel results in 
lost work or poor quality and requires rework

11. Design and Implementation
• Overly simple design fails to address 

major issues and leads to redesign and 
reimplementation

• Overly complicated design requires 
unnecessary and unproductive 
implementation overhead

• Inappropriate design leads to redesign and 
reimplementation

• Use of unfamiliar methodology results in 
extra training time and in rework to fix first-
time misuses of the methodology

• Product is implemented in a low level 
language (e.g., assembler), and productivity 
is lower than expected

• Necessary functionality cannot be 
implemented using the selected code or 
class libraries; developers must switch to 
new libraries or custom-build the necessary 
functionality

• Code or class libraries have poor quality, 
causing extra testing, defect correction, and 
rework

• Schedule savings from productivity enhancing 
tools are overestimated

• Components developed separately cannot 
be integrated easily, requiring redesign and 
rework

12. Process
• Amount of paperwork results in slower 

progress than expected

• Inaccurate progress tracking results in not 
knowing the project is behind schedule until 
late in the project

• Upstream quality-assurance activities are 
shortchanged, resulting in time-consuming 
rework downstream

• Inaccurate quality tracking results in not 
knowing about quality problems that affect 
the schedule until late in the project

• Too little formality (lack of adherence to 
software policies and standards) results in 
miscommunications, quality problems, and 
rework

• Too much formality (bureaucratic adherence 
to software policies and standards) results in 
unnecessary, time-consuming overhead

• Management-level progress reporting takes 
more developer time than expected

• Half-hearted risk management fails to detect 
major project risks

• Software project risk management takes more 
time than expected
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Planning Tasks & Managing Deadlines

The management of construction projects 
requires knowledge of modern management 
as well as an understanding of the design and 
construction process. Construction projects 
have a specific set of objectives and constraints 
such as a required time frame for completion. 
While the relevant technology, institutional 
arrangements or processes will differ, the 
management of such projects has much in 
common with the management of similar types 
of projects in other specialty or technology 
domains.

Generally, project management is distinguished 
from the general management of corporations 
by the mission-oriented nature of a project. 
A project organisation will generally be 
terminated when the mission is accomplished. 
The discipline of project management can be 
defined as follows:

Project management is the art of directing and 
coordinating human and material resources 
throughout the life of a project by using 
modern management techniques to achieve 
predetermined objectives of scope, cost, time, 
quality and participation satisfaction.

By contrast, the general management of 
business and industrial corporations assumes 
a broader outlook with greater continuity of 
operations. Nevertheless, there are sufficient 
similarities as well as differences between the 
two so that modern management techniques 
developed for general management may be 
adapted for project management.

l Diagram illustrating basic design rules
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Deadlines
One of the elements that affect the final costs 
and represent big challenges in the offsite 
construction process has to do with the schedule 
and the management of deadlines. The work 
on projects is almost always planned around 
deadlines.

Deadlines and courses of events are the one 
of the main parts of a construction project. 
Construction contracts are loaded with 
deadlines, yet the one that is in everybody’s 
thoughts is the completion date. This is when 
proprietors and investors can rent, sell, or 
utilise the project. Complying with deadlines 
and staying away from delays is essential. In 
this way, seeing every one of an agreement’s 
deadlines and plan for delays is very 
important.

Delays
Even with the most meticulous attempts, most 
construction projects experience some sort of 
delay. The greater the undertaking is and the 
more unpredictable, the more likely a delay  
will happen.

The main issues with delays are the cause of 
the delay, if the defer will affect the cutoff time, 
and if the venture will cost more due to the 
delay.

Types of Delays
Not all delays are the equivalent. The sort of 
delay frequently decides if the deadline time 
should be moved and if the costs will increase.
Excused delays are unanticipated occasions 
that influence the advancement of the project. 
This type of delay usually forces the deadline to 
be extended. Contracts sometimes incorporate 
arrangements for pardoned delays and how 
to deal with them. What’s in the agreement 
typically decides how the delay will affect the 
expenses.

The project owner or another party can also 
cause delays. Maybe the owner changes some 
aspect of the project, a design problem occurs, 
or a decision is deferred. It’s a smart practice to 
address owner-caused delays in the agreement, 
with arrangements for how the delivery time 
and cost will be influenced. If you anticipate this 
being part of your building process, make sure 
it is addressed in the pre-construction phase and 
agreed upon between the owner, manager and 
the builder.
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Factory Operations

Tender documents and contract terms 
and conditions

A tender is a submission made by a contractor 
in response to an invitation to tender. It makes 
an offer for the supply of goods or services. 
Tender documents are prepared to seek offers.

Tender documents may be prepared for a 
range of contracts, such as equipment supply, 
the main construction contract (including  
design by the contractor), demolition, enabling 
works, etc.

Ideally, tender documents should be broken 
down into a series of packages (even if there 
will only be one main contract) each with its 
own design drawings and specifications suitable 
to be issued by the main contractor to potential 
sub-contractors. This makes the tender easier for 
the contractor to price and easier for the client 
to compare with other tenderers.

In standard contract Terms and Conditions  
(Ts & Cs), such as JCT and NEC, there are  
strict mechanisms in place for variation change. 
These work effectively for onsite activities 
thanks to clear guidelines and timelines for 
those who are responsible for the changes.

Several notices are issued so that all the parties 
understand the changes and their impact. For 
example, the location of a door or a window 
could be changed. Dealing with variation in 
offsite activities is different because of the 
design freeze – any changes after the design 
freeze will result in higher costs and significant 
materials waste. 

Other topics that need to be looked at  
carefully in contract Ts & Cs are necessary 
bonds and insurance clauses. These are likely 
to differ significantly between traditional and 
offsite constructed projects, and the clients 
would need legal advice on the particular 
project, the particular manufacturers and the 
payment mechanisms.

The terms and conditions should be defined  
in the early stage when the design freeze is 
done and all parties had to have full access  
to all contract terms and conditions before  
they enter any partnership. Clarity and  
transparency are important. Any change after 
a design freeze will result in higher costs. 
The project manager should communicate 
continuously with the factory teams to mitigate 
the risks of noncompliance.

Procurement professionals in the construction 
will already be familiar with the sourcing 
management processes including working  
with bids and proposals, supplier selection, 
material procurements.
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Monitoring and controlling  
of resource in the factory

If you work in an offsite manufacturing 
business, you will be aware of the importance 
of monitoring and controlling resources during 
projects manufacturing to ensure that the 
projects are delivered in accordance with the 
contractual obligations.

Precise and timely monitoring of construction 
resources furnishes necessary information to the 
practitioner to make project control decisions. 
Despite the significance, existing systems are 
chronologically expensive.

The manufacturing flow is dependent upon 
having the right resources in the right locations 
at the right times. This can be a challenging 
balance to strike, and it depends on having 
robust processes in place to plan the utilisation 
of personnel, materials, plant and equipment.

These processes cover all layers of the factory’s 
operational structure, from senior managers 
to sub-contractors and suppliers. Continuous 
feedback and communication between all the 
people involved can ensure that there is clarity 
of each individual’s role and how it can impact 
the whole project’s performance.

The development of a good working 
relationship with the factory’s approved 
suppliers is one example of such frequent 
communications.

There are a lot of different controlling tools 
one can use for monitoring. Below are some 
examples:

Time monitoring
• Milestones

• Slip chart

• Pareto principle

Cost monitoring
• S-curve

• Earned value analysis

Stage reporting
•  Status reports are agreed intervals

• Change control register

Emphasis is placed on having enough resources 
to deliver the project.

In all these activities, the emphasis is placed on 
having enough resources to deliver the project. 
In some instances this could lead to ‘buffers’ of 
personnel, plant and equipment and materials 
– non-utilised resources that are there just in 
case they are needed. 

Most often this happens in the form of excessive 
materials inventory. This creates a lean 
process waste and lock away liquid financial 
resources. By having established relationships 
with suppliers, you could setup Just In Time 
(JIT) materials supply arrangements, linked 
automatically to your inventory management 
software. 

l Resources in the factory
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Monitoring factory performance

There has been a lot of research focused on 
performance measurement in general, not so 
much in the construction industry.

The EVM practice in the European construction 
industry is found to be lagging behind other 
experienced countries and industries despite 
EVM is found to be applicable, adaptable, and 
predictive of integrated final cost and schedule 
of facility construction projects. In particular, 
cost estimate at completion is forecasted by a 
simple Schedule Performance Index (SPI) while 
for the time estimate at completion the Earned 
Schedule concept is revealed as an accurate 
predictor.

Despite the companies’ recognition of the 
significance of quality, most of them do not 
have a solid basis for quality management 
and substantial action programmes. In the 
construction industry, there have been many 
attempts to adopt quality management as a 
tool for continuous improvement. They include 
Six-Sigma which has already been proven to 
be very useful for fostering quality innovation 
in the manufacturing industry. But these kinds 
of efforts are not sufficient enough to achieve 
organisational goals in quality management. 
It is essential to also take into consideration 
the root causes of inefficiency in the quality 
management.

The low level of construction quality is 
mainly caused by the result-oriented quality 
management owing to the fact that quality 
problems can be detected only after they occur. 
Also, few systems provide the quality managers 
with numerical objectives or tangible goals.

Quality assurance is integral to manufacturing 
environments and offsite manufacturers 
tend to comply with recognised ISO Quality 
Management System standards (e.g. ISO 
9001), as well as other industry-specific 
standards and accreditations.

In addition, products are regulated by product 
regulations and typically have to have 
corresponding certification to demonstrate 
compliance with the relevant standards.

In some instances the offsite products are 
accompanied by quality ‘passports’ and cannot 
progress to the following manufacturing stage 
unless all aspects in the passport have been 
checked and, if necessary, any defects and/or 
deviations corrected. 

In the manufacturing line approach of 
producing offsite components, each component 
is typically quality inspected before it moves 
from one station to the next one, or at set 
stations. 

In addition, some manufacturers implement 
a second layer of quality checks at random 
to ensure the compliance of products whose 
quality has been inspected already.

If a defect or deviation is discovered, corrective 
measures are employed in order to remedy it 
and preventive measures employed to avoid 
any recurrence.

Ideally, all drawings and specifications 
should be checked several times before work 
commences to prevent defects and ensure 
quality. In case of conflicting information in 
drawings, it is recommended to investigate the 
clash and contact the technical drawing authors 
prior to commencing work, to prevent the need 
for re-work.

As such, offsite components should not be 
modified on site using manual methods (unless 
absolutely necessary) and any tampering 
with the offsite product on site can disrupt the 
quality process.

If offsite products arrive on site and somebody 
from the finishing trades wants to modify 
the offsite component, typically with good 
intentions, this can cause damage to the 
performance of the offsite product. Something 
as simple as making an opening in the 
plasterboard to route an electric cable could 
for example disrupt the insulation and air-
tightness layers.
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It is common for manufacturers to establish, 
document, implement and maintain a Quality 
Management System (QMS) to ensure quality 
and consistency of the products which they 
manufacture to continually meet performance 
criteria and customer requirements.

A QMS details the organisational structure, 
policies, procedures and resources necessary 
for the implementation of effective quality 
control, in accordance with the requirements of 
recognised standards, to ensure that defined
targets are continually achieved.

Manufacturers typically operate a QMS to 
ensure that their products are of consistently 
high quality and that their customers are 
satisfied that the product which they are 
purchasing is fit for purpose and in accordance 
with the specification.

Measuring the quality of a product and 
detecting any changes to the quality are 
both important features of the quality control 
process.

As components are manufactured in a factory, 
they lend themselves well to strict quality 
control. This is a significant advantage when 
compared to traditional on-site construction.

It is important for people in all parts of an 
organisation to familiarise themselves with the 
parts of the QMS relevant to their role and to 
ensure that it is always adhered to.

There are a number of product certification 
schemes for construction products. It is 
important for staff to be aware of the product 
certification scheme and associated standards 
to which the company in which they work 
operates under and is certified to, if any.

It is important that a system exists which 
enables effective monitoring and checking 
of resource, process and outgoing products 
to ensure quality and consistency and that 
whatever is produced in the factory complies 
with the drawings, specifications and standards.

Production drawings should include all 
references to the materials used in the 
manufacture, all information necessary for 
correct fitting and assembly and include 
allowable tolerances where appropriate.

The manufacturer should establish 
documentation and implement controls to 
ensure that processes are in accordance with 
specifications, standards, and requirements 
and that the products which it manufactures 
continually conform to the specifications and 
meet the performance criteria that they declare.

Factory production control (FPC) provides 
documented, permanent and internal control 
of production which is robust, traceable and 
repeatable and ensures quality and consistency 
for process and product, and ultimately good 
service to the customer.

An FPC system typically forms part of the 
quality management system (QMS) and is 
underpinned by the quality plan.

l Quality assurance and  
factory production control
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Site Operations

Analysis of tender documents and 
contract terms and conditions

To analyse a tender on site, we need to 
comprehend its fundamental idea. It is the 
agreement made by a contractor because of a 
call to tender. It consists of a proposal for the 
provision of services or goods, in our case, an 
offsite construction project.

Tenders are created to attract offers. They 
might be ready for a range of agreements, for 
example, hardware supply, or a construction 
contract (destruction, enabling works, and 
so forth). Preferably, tender contracts are 
separated into a progression of packages 
(regardless of whether there might be one main 
contract), each with its own plan drawings and 
specifications, appropriate to be given by the 
main project worker to sub-contractors.

l Site preparation
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This makes the tender simpler for the contractor 
to expense and simpler for the customer to 
contrast and other tenderers.

It is significant, when this is done, to guarantee 
that the interfaces between packages are 
appropriately recognised and unmistakably 
allocated to some package or another. Having 
an excessive number of packages expands the 
quantity of interfaces and the possible issues. 
The cost plan (pre-tender estimate) must be 
re-collected package by package to permit an 
easy examination of the tenders received.

Typical conditions found in construction 
contracts can include:

• Access to the construction site

• Assignment, rights of third parties and 
collateral warranties

• Commissioning

• Contractor’s design

• Contract sum and adjustment

• Date for possession, deferment of possession, 
progress, delays, completion date, 
suspension of works and termination

• Dispute resolution procedures and alternative 
dispute resolution

• Employer’s instructions

• Force majeure

• Information release schedule

• Insolvency

• Injury, damage and insurance

• Joint Fire Code

• Liquidated damages

• Net contribution clause

• Partial possession

• Payment, valuation (including off-site 
materials), certificates, fluctuations and 
retention

• Practical completion

• Project management and contract 
administration

• Quality of works

• Relevant events (compensation events), 
extensions of time and loss and expense

• Sectional completion

• Statutory obligations

• Sub-contractors

• Testing and defects (defects liability period)

• Variations, prime cost sums and provisional 
sums

Specification documents, drawings, bills of 
quantities, activity schedules, and special 
conditions must all be reviewed in conjunction 
with contract conditions. Contract suites 
containing “back to back” subcontracts, 
consultant appointments, and collateral 
warranties are common in standard form 
contracts. It’s also becoming more common to 
combine basic conditions with option schedules 
or extra rules.
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Monitoring and controlling of resources

With the end goal of project management and 
control, it isn’t adequate to think about just 
the previous record of expenses and incomes 
caused in a project. Project managers should 
centre upon future incomes, future expenses 
and unforeseen issues. For this reason, 
conventional monetary bookkeeping plans are 
not sufficient to monitor the whole development 
of a project.

Records are normally centred around recording 
routine expenses and past consumptions 
related with work. For the most part, past 
expenditures address sunk costs that can’t be 
modified later and might be significant in the 

future. For instance, after the completion of 
some activity, it might very well be found that 
some quality imperfection makes the work 
useless. Lamentably, the assets exhausted on 
the imperfect development will be sunk and 
can’t be recuperated for re-development (even 
though it very well might be feasible to change 
the weight of who pays for these assets by fines 
or charges; proprietors will regularly need to 
have constructors to pay for changes because 
of value damages). Since monetary records 
are verifiable, a few methods for cost control 
or projecting the future course of a project is 
fundamental for management control. In this 
part, a few strategies for cost control and basic 
forecasts are described.

l Materials storage in factory
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We can keep track of the resources (e.g. 
labour, materials, equipment) utilised for 
various activities in a project by comparing 
the planned and actual resources utilised on 
site throughout the course of the project. This 
will allow us to keep track of the productivity 
of input resources and analyse the causes for 
deviations from the norms. After we obtain this 
information, we can produce a report to help 
take the required corrective actions.

Some of the reports that can be used are:

• Material reconciliation Report: 
This study compares theoretical material 
consumption to actual consumption and 
aids in determining whether material waste 
is within allowed limits and, if so, why. This 
report also includes day-by-day material 
consumption, which aids in determining the 
amount of material consumed within a given 
time frame. This report also shows how much 
stock is left at the end of the day, which can 
help you make procurement decisions.

• Equipment Utilisation Report: This 
report helps in monitoring the utilisation of 
concrete equipment in terms of productivity.

• Labour Daily Employment Report:  
This report helps in controlling the 
employment of the labourers within the 
project.

• Labour Productivity Report: This report 
helps in assessing the output of manpower 
activity-wise on a daily basis.

In a construction project, delays and variations 
are unavoidable, but with the help of proper 
monitoring and control systems, prompt 
remedial steps may be done, boosting the 
project’s efficiency and effectiveness.
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Monitoring on site performance 
carrying out evaluation for errors, 
discrepancies or modification onsite  
in line with project budget

Performance monitoring can be defined 
as the government’s assurance function 
(mainly through the contract management 
team, although other affected agencies and 
departments may also be involved) in obtaining 
assurance that the private partner has:

• Adequate systems, policies, procedures, and 
resources in place to perform the specific 
performance-related obligations set out in the 
PPP contract (the output specification);

• A functional quality assurance system in 
place to do self-monitoring; and

• Achieved the required outputs to meet the 
specification.

Monitoring performance does not include 
controlling the private partner’s task or 
approving the way by which the result is 
produced. It also does not imply that the 
private partner is solely responsible for 
performance management.

This is due to a number of factors. First, the 
private partner’s goal is to achieve financial 
efficiency throughout the course of the PPP 
contract, not the asset’s whole life cycle. 
This can lead to a misalignment of incentives 
in large infrastructure projects, where the 
private partner may aim to decrease building 
costs while incurring higher operations or 
maintenance costs over a concession period 
that is substantially less than the life of the 
assets. 

If the government had an option, it would 
choose a larger capital investment with a lower 
life-cycle cost. A second reason is that during 
the Operations Phase, the private partner 
will be penalised if they perform poorly. 
Penalties may not be enforced if a self-reporting 
performance management system is not 
monitored.

The contract management team must undertake 
a range of regular monitoring tasks during the 
Construction Phase, including:

• Monitoring against the schedule;

• Monitoring against the scope (and any 
agreed variations);

• Monitoring performance and compliance 
with applicable laws and regulations;

• Quality control and materials monitoring;

• Daily relationship monitoring with the private 
partner; and

• Stakeholder reporting and management.

However, performance isn’t the only thing to 
keep an eye on. Risk management will be one 
of the most significant functions of the contract 
management team during the construction 
phase. The team will be responsible for 
monitoring and, when necessary, managing 
contractually allocated project risks, inherent 
risks borne by the government, project risks 
not contractually allocated, and risk and threat 
management connected with amendments to 
the PPP contract.
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Each PPP contract will specify the framework 
for performance monitoring. It will define 
the output specification, the private partner’s 
performance management reporting 
requirements, and the penalty regime that will 
apply if the private partner fails to deliver. 
It will also define the government’s roles 
and rights, such as auditing powers that the 
government or lenders have over the private 
partner.

The PPP contract in many jurisdictions (and 
most common law jurisdictions) provides for 
the appointment of an independent certifier 
(also referred to as the Independent Engineer) 
who is a specialist in the project’s type. This 
individual will be responsible for verifying that 
the Construction Phase and Commissioning 
Phase have been satisfactorily completed in 
accordance with the PPP contract, in his or her 
professional judgement. A certifier also issues 
a certificate that initiates the Operations Phase 
and grants the private partner the ability to 
collect or receive revenue from users or the 
government.

The private partner and the government both 
rely on the independent certifier’s decisions 
for commercial reasons. As a result, the 
independent certifier must be independent of 
both parties. This is usually accomplished by 
choosing a firm with the necessary competence 
(depending on the project) and a track record 
of fairness and impartiality.

The independent certifier should be held 
accountable to both the private partner and the 
government, and may even be jointly selected. 
In many circumstances, both parties identify 
and agree on an independent certifier, who 
is then paid for by the private partner. The 
independent certifier should be protected by 
the PPP contract, which should clearly state that 
the fact that the independent certifier is paid 
by the private partner has no bearing on its 
fiduciary duty to work impartially.

The primary responsibility of the independent 
certifier is to inspect and monitor the work, 
to attend any performance testing during 
commissioning, to notify the private party of 
any items that, in the independent certifier’s 
opinion, require correction, and to issue the 
certificate allowing operation when satisfied.

The independent certifier does not accept 
any risk in respect to the design, construction, 
fitting, installation, or commissioning of the 
construction works while performing its tasks.

In some countries, especially common law 
nations, the independent certifier is given 
quasi-judicial powers to make binding 
decisions or even to participate in dispute 
resolution processes. In some jurisdictions, 
the independent certifier’s role is limited to 
providing advice on any topic other than 
certifying completion. The independent 
certifier’s decisions are up for review in this 
instance. As a result, it makes it appropriate 
to limit the independent certifier’s capabilities 
under the PPP contract to certification during 
the Construction and Commissioning Phases.

The certification job is done by the Construction, 
Engineering, and Inspection engineer, who 
is contracted by the authority and formally 
reports to it, as indicated in certain other 
jurisdictions (mainly civil code countries).
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